Golf cart rear end

You can remove the rear axle of a Club Car golf cart by taking off the snap ring that is located
behind the hub. You can also check for a C-clip at the backside of the golf cart that keeps the
axle in position. This clip is often inside the axle tube behind the drum mounting flange. Taking
this clip off from its place can help you remove the axle from the Club Car. You can remove the
rear axle on a Club Car Precedent by carrying out the steps mentioned above. Taking off the
brake shoes and other such components also do not offer much clearance. In a Club Car DS,
you can remove the rear axle seal from the axle opening by popping it out using a seal puller.
The slide hammer can also be used to remove the axle adapter ring and seal. You can remove
the rear axle snap ring on a Club Car using a pair of degree snap ring pliers and a flashlight.
Pliers with an offset angle or Snap-on pliers can also be used. If the groove that houses the ring
is damaged with a burr on the edges, you can use the edge of a small three-sided file to knock
off the burr. This is often helpful when the axle is installed. The axle bearing of a electric Club
Car rear axle houses a retainer nut that is located inside the axle tube. This is often a C-clip and
keeps the axle in position inside the tube. This C-clip or retainer nut can be accessed only using
a pair of degree C-clip pliers. The axle flange has holes in it. Alternatively, a few hits on the
bearings with a slide hammer should do the trick. The rear axle in a Club Car can be removed
using a pair of C-clip pliers or degree pliers. The following steps guide you on how to go about
this process. If the axle continues to be stuck to the bearings, you will need a slide hammer to
tap the bearings gently a few times and loosen the axle or a bearing puller to take off the
bearing. Make sure that you use good quality snap ring pliers because cheap ones can make
the removal difficult. The right pliers will help you to pull the snap ring off the axle tube easily.
The rear axle in a Club Car can be removed following the steps given here, with a pair of C-clip
pliers. You will need a few chocks, a pair of degree internal snap ring pliers, a floor jack and
jack stands to remove the axle shaft on a Club Car DS. The steps given below can help you to
take off the axle shaft from the golf cart. You can see the clip through the hole in the axle flange.
After this, screw a bearing puller in the middle of the axle and tighten it around the rear of the
bearing housing until the bearing gets released. Once this is done, you can pull out the axle
from the cart. The most common giveaway sign of a bad rear axle bearing is a loud noise
coming from the axle assembly. You can try one of the following tips to solve the problem. Skip
to content Table of Contents. Continue Reading What is a 9 Degree Driver? A 9 degree driver is
a low loft driver and is most convenient for golfers having fast swing speeds. These drivers
create a positive angle of attack and generate little spin. Continue Reading. Why is my golf cart
horn not working? However, a fault in the wiring can cause a short circuit [â€¦]. The main reason
a EZGO cart can start making noises in the rear end is because of loose bolts, or because the
input shaft splines are dirty and need to be greased. The bearings of a golf cart bare fixed to the
differentials, so any problem in that part can create different types of sounds. The common
reason behind any sounds occurring from the rear end of a golf cart is damaged Motor
bearings. But it is also for a coach to make noises after a certain period of usage. As mentioned
before, fixing bearings can stop all kinds of sounds coming from a golf cart. Scrutinize the
bearings and try to fix them. Well, the circumstances can be different for everybody, so do the
causes. Maybe this time, a Friction Modifier can save your day. If the friction is much more than
usual, then clicking noise can appear on your golf cart. Apply friction Modifier and see if it
helps. It may sound silly, but sometimes we forget about easy solutions. Look if any rocks are
stuck on tires. Removing them can eliminate the noise. Most of the time, troubleshooting can
quickly solve golf cart problems. Check the below list and see which one is work. There can be
so many reasons behind it. Here we have gathered the most common causes and possible fixes
behind clicking noises of your EZGO Marathon golf cart. Beeping noises is the most common
problem reported by golf cart users. Usually, these kinds of Sounds are heard while reversing
the cart and also sometimes while driving casually. Here are some things you can do to fix it:. A
golf cart making weird noises is a very common issue. Sometimes, these noises reach such a
high pitch that it becomes beyond annoying. Sometimes damaged bearings give birth to
groaning or grinding noises, and it keeps annoying the cart user while driving. Here is a step by
step trouble mentioned below; see if it would work:. Some golf cart clutches make noises when
the cart is in gear and after closing it when it begins to open. So, here is a list of something you
can do. Bad bearing is the leading cause in most cases and so just replacing it can solve the
issue. If you find problems somewhere else, then just working accordingly will do the job. But
you need to check your cart very carefully and find out the main reason. If the wheel bearing is
bad, then it will make loud noises, something like metal grinding. And the noise will grow louder
every time. It can be damaged. Or perhaps your cart is out of fluid oil. After troubleshooting
your problem, the noise can go away, but you should still ask someone for a quick check-up of
your cart. Sometimes even wrong troubleshooting can lead to bigger problems. Skip to content
Table of Contents. Continue Reading What is a 9 Degree Driver? A 9 degree driver is a low loft

driver and is most convenient for golfers having fast swing speeds. These drivers create a
positive angle of attack and generate little spin. Continue Reading. Why is my golf cart horn not
working? However, a fault in the wiring can cause a short circuit [â€¦]. Failure of the brake drum,
spindle nut, hub mechanism The spacer attached to them under the rear tire on the side of the
driverâ€” it is loose. Check the bearing for damage. Replace the bearing if damaged. Skip to
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costs. The rear suspension assemblies contain rear axle, springs and shock absorbers. Rear
spring installation is the reverse order of above. However when tightening the shock absorber
nut, do so until the bushing expands to the diameter of the shock absorber washer. All front
spring hardware should be torqued to ft. All other fittings should be torqued to Ft. The neutral
lock prevents the driven clutch from turning the back wheels when towing or during servicing.
You can find the neutral lock at the direction selector. Rear Axle and Suspension. Rear
Suspension General The rear suspension assemblies contain rear axle, springs and shock
absorbers. Shock Absorber Removal Lift the back of the vehicle safely in a controlled manner,
Support the back of the vehicle some chocks or similar, Disconnect the lower shock absorber
nut, Compressing the shock absorber, take off the upper shock absorber nut, Take off the
shock absorber. Shock Absorber Installation Compressing the shock absorber, torque the
upper shock absorber nut until the bushings expand to the diameter of the washer, Refit the
shock absorber, Torque the lower shock absorber nut until the bushings expand to the diameter
of the washer, Lift the back of the vehicle off the chocks and situate in a normal position. Rear
Spring Installation Rear spring installation is the reverse order of above. Rear Axle Installation
Rear axle installation is reverse order of above. To function the neutral lock carry out the
following: Turn the keys to OFF and place the direction selector into REVERSE, Remove the
seat, Retract and turn the neutral pin handle such that the pointed part of the handle aligns with
the direction selector cam, Position the direction selector lever between FORWARD and
REVERSE, The pin should lock into the hole, pocking the lever into place, To reinstate the
direction selector, retract the neutral lock pin handle out and turn until the pointed part of the
handle fits into the hole of the direction selector cam. Checking the Lubricant Level Take out the
check plug, Check the level, the optimum lubricant level is just below the bottom end of the
threaded hole, Should lubricate be needed, remove the fill plug and fill with the aid of a funnel.
Check level routinely when filling, total capacity is 40 fl. Axle Shaft Seal Removal and
Replacement With the aid of snap ring pliers take off the bearing retaining ring, Retract and
remove the axle shaft and bearing from the axle tube, Remove all fittings with a 17mm socket,
lifting the tube from the casing studs, Take off the axle shaft seal with the aid of a seal puller,
Replace seal with the aid of a plastic faced hammer and torque nuts to ft. Axle Shaft
Replacement Slowly and surely reinsert the axle shaft and bearing into the seal, Turn shaft until
spline marries with differential side gears, Reinstate outer snap ring, Spray WD or equivalent on
the outboard spline, Reinstate brake hub and drum, thrust washer, nut and new cotter pin. Skip
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